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Is there Replication-associated Mutational
Pressure in the Saccharomyces cerevisiae Genome?
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Compositional bias of yeast chromosomes was analysed using detrended DNA walks. Unlike
eubacterial chromosomes, the yeast chromosomes did not show the speci"c asymmetry
correlated with origin and terminus of replication. It is probably a result of a relative excess of
autonomously replicating sequences (ARS) and of random choice of these sequences in each
replication cycle. Nevertheless, the last ARS from both ends of chromosomes are responsible
for unidirectional replication of subtelomeric sequences with pre-established leading/lagging
roles of DNA strands. In these sequences a speci"c asymmetry is observed, resembling
the asymmetry introduced by replication-associated mutational pressure into eubacterial
chromosomes.
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Introduction

When analysing both DNA strands, we observe
equal frequencies of the bases: [A]"[T] and
[G]"[C] which are called Charga!'s rules
(Charga!, 1950). It was explained by the base
pairing rules of Watson & Crick (1953). But sur-
prisingly these equalities are still observed within
one strand (Lin & Charga!, 1967). Any devi-
ations from this intrastrand parity indicate that
there is asymmetry in the substitution pattern
of the two DNA strands (Sueoka, 1995; Lobry,
1995, 1996a).

There are many asymmetric processes in
nucleic acids metabolism which treat the two
strands of DNA unequally (for review, see Fran-
cino & Ochman, 1997; Mrazek & Karlin, 1998;
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Frank & Lobry, 1999). One of these processes is
replication. There are many replication-related
explanations of observed di!erent mutation rates
between leading and lagging strands, such as
enzymological and architectural asymmetry of
the replication fork, di!erences in processivity
between lagging and leading strand complexes
and di!erent replication-associated DNA repair
of these strands (i.e. Marians, 1992; Kunkel, 1992;
Veaute & Fuchs, 1993; Waga & Stillman, 1994;
Rosche et al., 1995; Iwaki et al., 1996; Fijal-
kowska et al., 1998; Radman, 1998). The
most substantial cause of spontaneous mutation
could be deamination CPT (Frederico et al.,
1990; Echols & Goodman, 1991; Lindahl, 1993;
Kreutzer & Essigmann, 1998; Frank & Lobry,
1999).

Asymmetric nucleotide substitutions could
also occur during transcription of genes (Beletskii
& Bhagwat, 1996; Francino et al., 1996; Francino
( 2000 Academic Press
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& Ochman, 1997; Freeman et al., 1998). Tran-
scription-associated mutational pressure (i.e.
substitution CPT) preferentially a!ects the
non-transcribed strand of genes which stay
single-stranded during the transcription.

Moreover, biased gene distribution (Mrazek
& Karlin, 1998; Freeman et al., 1998; McLean
et al., 1998) may be responsible for asymmetry in
total genomic DNA, because coding sequences
have very strong nucleotide compositional bias
(Zhang & Zhang, 1991; Dujon et al., 1994; Karlin
& Burge, 1995; Francino et al., 1996; Cebrat et al.,
1997; Mrazek & Karlin, 1998; Wang, 1998;
McClean et al., 1998).

As a consequence of all these processes, speci"c
compositional bias in long stretches of DNA
has been observed in many eubacterial chromo-
somes (Lobry, 1996a, b; Blattner et al., 1997;
Kunst et al., 1997; Fraser et al., 1997; Fraser et al.,
1998; Anderson et al., 1998; Freeman et al., 1998;
Mrazek & Karlin, 1998; Grigoriev, 1998; Mc-
Lean et al., 1998; Rocha et al., 1999; Mackiewicz
et al., 1999a, b). The asymmetry was detected also
in many viruses (Daniels et al., 1983; Filipski,
1990; Mrazek & Karlin, 1998; Grigoriev, 1999).

In Archea generally asymmetry is not detected
or it is weak (Karlin et al., 1998; McLean et al.,
1998; Mrazek & Karlin, 1998; Grigoriev, 1998).
These results suggest that archeal genomes, like
eucaryotic ones, have many origins of replication
(Olsen & Woese, 1997; Mrazek & Karlin, 1998).
However, some studies provide evidence for one
origin of replication in some Archea (Salzberg
et al., 1998; Lopez et al., 1999).

Di!erences in mechanisms of replication of
yeast and bacterial chromosomes can explain
why the asymmetry observed in bacterial chro-
mosomes is not observed in yeast chromosomes.
Eubacterial chromosomes are usually circular
and have only one origin and one terminus of
replication. That is why in each replication cycle
the same strand of a given DNA sequence plays
always the same, lagging or leading role. In yeast
chromosomes, there are many autonomously
replicating sequences (ARS) which are probably
in excess (Dershowitz & Newlon, 1993) and not
all of them are active in initiation of replication
(Dubey et al., 1991). Moreover, even these active
ARSs are not used in each replication cycle (Desh-
pande & Newlon, 1992). The choice of these
sequences in each replication cycle is more or less
random. What is more, replication does not start
simultaneously at all chosen ARSs and therefore
termination points of replication are not "xed,
either (Greenfeder & Newlon, 1992). All these
features prevent "xation of the leading/lagging
role of DNA strands in yeast chromosomes.
Nevertheless, even if this explanation is true for
the most of &&interior'' chromosomal sequences, it
does not concern the sequences outside the last
ARS at the end of a chromosome. In these
sequences, the leading/lagging role is pre-estab-
lished and cannot be changed from one replica-
tion cycle to another. Thus, if there exists any
mutational pressure associated with replication
of yeast chromosomes, it should be possible to
show compositional bias between 3@ and 5@ ends
of DNA strands at the ends of chromosomes.

Analysed eucaryotes, including yeast, do not
show strong strand bias (Karlin et al., 1998;
Mrazek & Karlin, 1998; Grigoriev, 1998). How-
ever, Grigoriev (1998) has observed local minima
of GC skew near yeast telomeres but not at other
ARS sites. However, the e!ect of replication-
associated mutational pressure near ends of yeast
chromosomes was not analysed in detail.

Databases and Methods

The Saccharomyces cerevisiae genome se-
quences (Go!eau et al., 1997) and information
on yeast telomeric and subtelomeric sequences
were downloaded on June 24, 1998 from
MIPS database http://speedy.mips.biochem.mpg.de.
Sequence of Borrelia burgdorferi genome (Fraser
et al., 1997) was downloaded on March 03, 1998
from http://www.tigr.org. After the retrieval, the
data have not been updated.

Nucleotide composition of the studied
genomes was analysed by DNA walks (Cebrat
& Dudek, 1998; Cebrat et al., 1998; Mackiewicz
et al., 1999a, b). DNA sequence was read by
a virtual &&walker'' which moved along the ana-
lysed sequence in 5@P3@ direction. Every step of
the walker was associated with a unit shift in
two-dimensional space. The direction of the shift
depended on the type of walk and nucleotide
visited. For the G%C walk, the shifts of the
walker were (1, 1) for G, (1,!1) for C, (1, 0) for
A and T. For the A%T walk, on the contrary,



FIG. 1. DNA walks for B. burgdorferi genome. For
G%C walk, walkers moved one unit up when the visited
nucleotide was G or one unit down when the nucleotide was
C. In the A%T DNA walks the walker moved up when the
visited nucleotide was A and down when the visited nucleo-
tide was T. In the B. burgdorferi the genome walker starts at
the beginning of the linear genome and the extrema indicate
the origin of replication. , (A}T); , (G}C).
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the shifts were (1, 0) for G and C, (1, 1) for A, and
(1,!1) for T. The result of the walk was a plot
which visualized nucleotide composition of the
analysed sequence, i.e. if a sequence was richer in
C than in G, the walker in the G%C walk went
down.

Since the trends introduced by coding func-
tions and coding ORFs into the analysed se-
quence are very strong and may mask a possible
asymmetry of strands resulting from mutational
pressure, we performed a kind of &&detrended
walks''. In this kind of walks, each up or down
movement of the walker was corrected by a
factor which allowed the walker to "nish the
walk at value y"0. In this way local trends in
nucleotide composition were shown (for details
see Cebrat & Dudek, 1998).

Analysing DNA walks, it is possible to
distinguish between the asymmetry introduced
by replication and the asymmetry introduced by
transcription and coding functions (Cebrat et al.,
1998; Mackiewicz et al., 1999a). DNA walks en-
able indication of the origin and the terminus of
replication in eubacterial chromosomes. De-
trended DNA walks show relative abundance of
analysed parameter [A}T] and [G}C] and are
di!erent from previously, commonly used analy-
sis of GC and AT skews in sliding windows
(Lobry, 1996a). The DNA walks are less prone to
#uctuation and bias in local trends and do not
include strong trends introduced by coding func-
tion. The applied methods are di!erent from
cumulative skew diagrams used by Grigoriev
(1998) as well. Numbers on the >-axis indicate
local relative cumulative abundance of A over
T and G over C in the analysed sequence inde-
pendently of the whole base composition of ana-
lysed sequence and its length. A more detailed
description of the methods is available at our web
site http://smORFland.microb.uni.wroc.pl.

Results

In all studied eubacterial chromosomes signi"-
cant asymmetry in nucleotide composition has
been noticed. For example in Fig. 1 a DNA walk
for the Watson strand of Borrelia burgdorferi is
shown. The B. burgdorferi chromosome is linear
and the beginning of the plot represents one end
of the chromosome. The walker starts at 5@ end of
chromosome, moves along the strand in 5@P3@
direction and ends its analysis at the 3@ end.
Numbers on the >-axis represent di!erences
from the mean value of [A}T] and [G}C] in the
analysed region. This DNA walk shows speci"c
asymmetry in G/C and A/T composition. The "rst
part of the plot represents the lagging DNA strand
which is richer in C than in G and richer in A than
in T. The second part represents the leading strand
which is poorer in C than in G and poorer in
A than T. The extrema in the middle of the plot
indicate the origin of bi-directional replication.
Thus, this point represents the switch between
lagging and leading fragments of the same strand.

Similar walks performed for yeast chromo-
somes, which have many origins of replication,
did not show such strong asymmetry (Fig. 2).
Changes of [A}T] and [G}C] values seem to be
more random. Nevertheless, some of ARS posi-
tions correlate with extrema. It is di$cult to
prove that the overlapping of extrema with
known ARS consensus sequences is not acciden-
tal and that the observed local asymmetries in
nucleotide compositions of DNA strands are
statistically signi"cant and connected with repli-
cation-associated mutational pressure. Some
authors argue that there is no asymmetry in the
yeast chromosomes (Mrazek & Karlin, 1998).
One, but only partial explanation could be that
not all ARS are active and used as initiators of
replication (Dubey et al., 1991).



FIG. 2. DNA walks for yeast chromosome 6. Vertical
lines show the positions of some ARS. Heavy vertical line
indicates the position of the centromere. Numbers on X-axis
indicate position in base pairs of analysed sequence. The
description of DNA walks as for Fig. 1. , (A}T);

, (G}C).

FIG. 3. DNA walks on sequence obtained by splicing
two sequences from both ends of chromosome 3 located
between the inner border of telomeres and the ARS closest
to the telomeres. , (A}T); , (G}C).
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To "nd out if the mutational pressure takes
e!ect during yeast chromosome replication, we
have measured compositional bias of the ends of
chromosomes. The part of chromosome between
the last ARS and the end has to be replicated in
the same direction in each replication cycle, like
a eubacterial chromosome. Thus, the roles of
strands as leading or lagging are "xed. Therefore,
we have performed DNA walks on two spliced
sequences from the two ends of chromosome
3 located between the inner border of telomeres
and the ARS closest to the telomeres (Fig. 3). On
the left of the vertical line indicating the ARS
closest to the telomeres is the sequence from 5@
end and on the right from 3@ end of the chromo-
some. The asymmetry in G/C contents between
these sequences is evident. The 5@ ends corres-
pond to the strand replicated as lagging, richer in
C than G. The 3@ ends are replicated as leading
and are richer in G than C.

To check how general the asymmetry at chro-
mosomal termini is, we analysed both ends of all
yeast chromosomes up to a few thousand base
pairs. Analysing Watson strands, we spliced
6000 bp long sequences from the 5@ ends of all
16 chromosomes and joined them to spliced se-
quences from the 3@ ends of these chromosomes.
Since telomeric repetitions are asymmetric
and conservative in nucleotide composition:
C

2}3
ACA

1}6
/T

1}6
GTG

2}3
(Shampay et al., 1984;

Wang & Zakian, 1990) and introduced by
a mechanism di!erent to replication of the rest of
chromosome sequences, we cut o! telomeres
from the analysed sequences. On so prepared
sequence, we performed DNA walks [Fig. 4(a)]
which showed asymmetry in G/C and A/T com-
position. We also analysed the yeast chromo-
somes, checking the asymmetry in regions of
speci"c length and positions from the ends of
chromosomes. We found that the asymmetry dis-
appears at the distance of about 10 000 bp from
the chromosome end. In Fig. 4(b), we have shown
the DNA walks done for the sequence which
was the result of splicing 6000 bp long sequences
located between 12 000 and 18 000 bp from
ends of chromosomes. Note that this analysis
was done for the whole set of chromosomes.
Individual chromosomes can di!er in the length
of asymmetric sequences which probably de-
pends on location and activity of the "rst ARS.

However, the observed asymmetry at the ends
of the chromosome shown in Fig. 4(a) may be
introduced by speci"c subtelomeric sequences
(Y@ elements, X elements and STR*A}D) which
are located at the ends of chromosomes. These
sequences are also asymmetric and have non-
random directional arrangement, which means
that for example Y@ element at the 5@ end of
Watson strand is complementary to the Y@ ele-
ment from the 3@ end of the same strand (Britten,
1998). This implicates that [G}C] values of these
two elements have reciprocal signs. To show the
e!ect of subtelomeric sequences on the analysed
asymmetry, we spliced these sequences from all
chromosomes, "rst from 5@ ends, followed by



FIG. 4. DNA walks on the spliced ends of all 16 chromo-
somes. In the "rst half of the sequence the fragments from 5@
ends of Watson strand were spliced, in the second part, the
fragments from 3@ ends of the same strands were spliced;
a*sequences up to 6000 bp from the chromosome ends
after cutting o! telomeres; b*sequences from the windows
between 12 000}18 000 bp from the chromosome ends. The
description of DNA walks as for Fig. 1. , (A}T);

, (G}C).

FIG. 5. DNA walks on di!erent sub-telomeric sequences
from yeast chromosomes; a*STR A, B, C, D elements; b*X
elements; c*Y@ elements. The description of DNA walks as
for Fig. 1. , (A}T); , (G}C).
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these from 3@ ends. On so arranged sequences we
did DNA walks. In Fig. 5(a}c), the DNA walks
for STR elements, X elements, and Y@ elements,
respectively, are shown. All subtelomeric se-
quences are strongly asymmetric in G/C com-
position. Y@ elements mostly contribute to the
bias of chromosome ends because they are the
longest. However, STR elements show the stron-
gest asymmetry.

To show the speci"c asymmetry of di!erent
telomere-associated elements we have also
grouped individual elements according to their
types. There are two main types of chromosome
ends in the yeast chromosomes. One type with Y@
element and the second one without this element.
Types of elements for individual chromosomes
are listed in Table 1 (terminology according to
Britten, 1998). In Fig. 6, we have shown G%C
and A%T walks for subtelomeric sequences with
Y@ elements. In these walks, each subtelomeric
element was read in the 5@}3@ direction starting
from the end of the chromosome. Inside each
subtelomeric Y@ element a local maximum in
G%C walk was found. This maximum was used
to make the alignment of sequences. Using this
characteristic point for alignment it is easy to
visualize the homology between sequences. There
are two groups of Y@ elements: the "rst one refer-
red to as long Y@ and the second one as deleted or



TABLE 1
¸ist of types of subtelomeric sequences present on

termini of S. cerevisiae chromosomes

Type Chromosome Type
of left end no. of right end

X2 1 X2
Y@ short 2 X2

X2 3 X2
X2 4 Y@ long

Y@ long 5 Y@ long
Y@ long 6 X2

X2 7 Y@ short
Y@ short 8 Y@ short
Y@ long 9 X2
Y@ long 10 X2

X2 11 X2
Doubled Y@ short 12 Doubled Y@ long

Y@ short 13 X2
Y@ long 14 X2

X2 15 Y@ long
Y@ long 16 Y@ short

FIG. 6. DNA walks for individual chromosome termini
with Y@ elements. Each fragment was read from the chromo-
some end in 5@ to 3@ direction (left arm*Watson strand,
right arm*Crick strand). DNA walks were aligned accord-
ing to the position of a local maximum in G %C walk, i.e.
around 2200 bp. The two walks marked with bold lines
represent the left and the right arm of chromosome 12 with
doubled Y@ short and Y@ long elements, respectively. Vertical
lines mark positions of ARS. Note the regular di!erences in
lengths of the slopes to the left of the local maximum, which
are multiplicity of 72 bp (see the text).

FIG. 7. DNA walks for individual chromosome termini
with sub-telomeric X2 repeat elements. Each fragment was
read from the chromosome end in 5@ to 3@ direction (left
arm*Watson strand, right arm*Crick strand). DNA walks
were aligned according to the position of inner border of
telomeres (vertical bold line). Vertical lines mark positions of
ARS.
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short Y@ elements (Louis & Harber, 1990). After
the alignment, all ARS consensus sequences an-
notated in MIPS formed two distinct groups*
the "rst one for short Y@ and the second for long
Y@. However, there are two exceptions from this
localization, both for chromosome 12. This chro-
mosome has doubled Y@ long element on its left
arm and doubled Y@ short element on its right
arm. The ARS are located in homologous posi-
tions in respect to the internal ends of these
sequences.

In Fig. 7, DNA walks for terminal regions
referred to as &&just sub-telomeric sequences'' and
&&X2'' repeats (Britten, 1998) are shown. In these
walks sequences were aligned according to the
internal ends of telomere sequences (added by
telomerase). This alignment shifts all ARS anno-
tated in MIPS and located near this region into
a very narrow range.

All ARS, associated with both X2 and Y@
elements are localized at the internal ends of
sequences replicating as lagging strands and
richer in C than in G. There is only one part of Y@
element (external to the local maximum seen in
Fig. 6) which has reciprocal G/C skew. In this
region an ORF annotated in MIPS database is
localized, but in our opinion this sequence
plays a structural role rather than coding. There
are many premises suggesting its structural role:

f it consists of 72 bp repetitions in which 36 bp
or even 12 bp repetitions are recognizable,

f inside these repetitions some positions are
extremely conservative (100% consensus),



FIG. 8. DNA walks on spliced chromosome ends as for
Fig. 4(a) but deprived of telomeres and any recognized
subtelomeric sequences. The description of DNA walks as
for Fig. 1. , (A}T); , (G}C).
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f when these sequences are analysed in triplets
as coding sequences, many conserved positions
are at the third positions of codons while some,
not conserved, are at the "rst or second codon
positions,

f 72 bp repetitions are organized in higher order
and, for example, the external Y@ element of left
arm of chromosome 12 has two 144 bp repeti-
tions with 135 matched positions,

f Y@ elements from di!erent chromosomes di!er
in length and these di!erences are always the
multiplicity of 72 bp (is it not one turn around
the nucleosome?).

We have also repeated DNA walks on se-
quences shown in Fig. 4 deprived of any known
(indicated in MIPS databases) subtelomeric se-
quences. In such sequences without telomeres
and subtelomeric elements, asymmetry was still
observed (Fig. 8). This asymmetry concerns G/C
as well as A/T bias. However, it is possible that
in-between these residue sequences some other,
not recognized subtelomeric sequences selected
for there function are present.

Discussion

At all types of chromosome terminals in yeast,
the ARS are linked to subtelomeric sequences.
Distally to these ARSes, the nucleotide asym-
metry in complementary DNA strands is ob-
served. However, the internal sequences do not
show any consistent asymmetry in nucleotide
composition. In all bacterial genomes, where ori-
gins and termini of replication are well de"ned,
the asymmetry between leading and lagging
strands is found. This has not been observed in
the yeast genome. There are some possibilities
which could explain this situation. The "rst one is
that there is no replication-associated mutational
pressure in this genome or it is very weak. It is
hard to accept this hypothesis since the two
strands replicate by di!erent mechanisms
and under varying living conditions the muta-
tional pressure should be di!erent for the two
strands.

The second hypothesis states that the replica-
tion-associated mutational pressure exists but the
mode of yeast chromosome replication renders it
possible to avoid the asymmetry caused by this
pressure. The whole interior of chromosomes
has no pre-established leading/lagging role for
strands. It is due to a random choice of ARS for
a given replication cycle. ARS linked to the ter-
minal regions seem to be active at least when
introduced into plasmid construct (Chan & Tye,
1980). If we assume that in some cycles they are
active and in some they are &&replicated through''
when ARS located more inside chromosome start
replication earlier, the only sequence with pre-
established leading/lagging role is the sequence
distal to the terminus linked ARS. Then only the
short terminal sequences distal to the ARS linked
to subtelomeric sequences are prone to cumulate
mutations introduced by replication-associated
mutational pressure. However, it is di$cult to
resolve if the asymmetry observed in sub-
telomeric sequences is simply the result of selec-
tive pressure on their function or only mutational
pressure. Most probably speci"c base composi-
tion evolved under constant mutational pressure
and composition of subtelomeric sequences has
adapted to this mutational pressure.

Other source of compositional bias may be
asymmetric nucleotide substitutions occurring
during transcription of genes. The single-
stranded non-transcribed (sense) strand is more
exposed to mutational pressure (i.e. substitution
CPT) and the transcribed (antisense) strand is
preferentially repaired (Beletskii & Bhagwat,
1996; Francino et al., 1996; Francino & Ochman,
1997; Freeman et al., 1998; Hanawalt, 1991).
This cause of compositional bias of subtelomeric
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sequences may be excluded because ORF in these
regions are probably non-coding (Mackiewicz
et al., 1999c).

The asymmetry introduced by replication may
decrease in inner parts of chromosomes not only
by activity of many origins of replication and
their random choice in replication cycle. Also
high level of rearrangements or horizontal trans-
fer of foreign DNA may diminish established
compositional bias and introduce #uctuations
(Grigoriev, 1998). Traces of many duplications and
interchromosomal recombinations events have
been found in the yeast genome (Lalo et al.,
1993; Wolfe & Shields, 1997; Seoighe & Wolfe,
1998; Keogh et al., 1998; Skrabanek & Wolfe,
1998).

In the eubacterial chromosome the asymmetry
connected with leading/lagging role of DNA
strands is so strong that codon composition and
even amino acid composition of proteins coded
by di!erent strands are signi"cantly di!erent
(McInerney, 1998; Lafay et al., 1999; Rocha et al.,
1999; Mackiewicz et al., 1999a). In the B. burgdor-
feri genome whose asymmetry is shown in Fig. 1,
it is even relatively easy to recognize, from the
nucleotide composition of a gene, whether it is
located on leading or lagging DNA strand. This
relation between gene composition and its loca-
tion on chromosome is probably a strong
constraint against translocation, illegitimate re-
combination and inversion and can give the e!ect
of gene instability in a new position. That is why
the general maps of eubacterial genomes are
rather conservative (Wilkins, 1988). These e!ects
should be weaker in eukaryotic genomes
rendering them more #exible. The lack of asym-
metry and the mode of replication with many
ARS in eukaryotes may be an adaptation to
replication-associated mutational pressure.
Avoiding the state with long stretches of DNA
with unbalanced base composition may be an
advantage for maintaining structure of long chro-
mosomes.

This work was supported by The State Committee
for Scienti"c Research, grant no. 6 P04A 030 14.
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